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A historical perspective 

The conceptualisation of trans
national organised crime
 

What is Organised Crime? Which concept is behind? And how has the 
concept itself been shaped along the years? These are the questions ad
dressed in the article to which the author is trying to give an answer. A histo
rical perspective for the past but a challenge for the future. In a very dyna
mic, yet flexible fashion, a wording used worldwide with different meanings 
will be displayed to the reader in the right perspective. 

SHAPING THE CONCEPT 
The term transnational organised crime 
has a history that probably dates back to 
the existence itself of sovereign states and 
their coexistence within the international 
arena, but it has a more recent history that 
can be traced back to the early 1900s.1 

From the early 1970s there have been a 
significant number of publications pro
duced on the concept and definition of orga
nised crime and its transnational dimension. 
More recently, an extensive international 
and legal framework has been developed 
for combating organised crime.2 

Socio-economic and political develop
ments have called for consistent and coor
dinated approaches to organised crime and 
the United States has been pioneering in 
this respect. In the early 1970s the US ack
nowledged that certain crimes were unique 
and could not be easily categorised. Also, 
some crimes or kinds of criminal behavi
our could not be fought by a single coun
try but required a joint effort. This initia
ted the debate about which approach to 
take and paved the way to new internatio
nal legislation. 

It also became clear that the differentia
ting factors between these and traditional 
crimes would need to be identified and 
categorised. One distinctive factor was 
identified, for example, with respect to 
terrorism. In comparison to other more 

traditional crimes, its ultimate aim is not 
to gain financial reward but to achieve 
ideological or political objectives. The same 
goes for the broad category of financial 
crimes which, by their own nature and 
because of the generally higher social le
vel of the perpetrators, were not perceived 
as felonies by the wider public but rather 
misconduct or non-ethical behaviour, 
regardless of the extreme damage they 
caused to societies. High-tech crime was 
also making an early appearance and 
brought with it issues of definition and 
jurisdiction. Another significant factor 
identified was the “foreign element” of the 
crime, for example a citizen from your 
country committing crimes abroad or a 
foreigner committing crimes in your country. 
A further important aspect was the negative 
impact that the crime would have on inter
national public order and whether the crime 
was considered to be violating human rights 
(eg war crimes, crimes against humanity, 
genocide, aggression, torture, terrorism).3 

Definition of these factors meant that 
politicians and legal practitioners were 
then able to make an initial separation bet
ween ordinary and more serious crimes, 
plus the discovery of mafia-type organisa
tions all over the world reinforced the wil
lingness of states to define transnational 
organised crime and to draw clear bounda
ries as regards the definition. The aim was 
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to make international police cooperation 
more effective against the emerging threat 
of what would be known as transnational 
organised crime. 

The increasing effects of 
globalisation and abolition of 
state borders were to be some 

of the biggest challenges. 

The globalisation4 process had been 
identified by some researchers as a funda
mental social and economic force driving 
the development and sophistication of cri
minal groups operating in international 
markets. This was due to the lack of stan
dard legislation between different coun
tries which prevented proper law enforce
ment solutions, especially with the lack of 
borders between states.5 This has been 
seen as a particularly relevant problem in 
Europe due to the abolition of several in
ternal borders and border controls, the 
establishment of a single market with the 
free movement of people, goods, services 
and capital, the progressive integration of 
Eastern into Western Europe, the transi
tion of previously centrally-controlled to 
market economies and the expansion of 
the Schengen area towards the east.6 

The development of the transnational di
mension of organised crime therefore 
emerged as a logical consequence and 
another of the constituent elements for de
fining this new category of crimes. It took 
some time before it could happen but ad
ditional constitutive elements had to be 
identified before any attempt at categori
sation could be proposed. 

In a world characterised by globalisation 
and the interdependence of business, cri
minals could easily establish working rela
tionships and carry out their felonies al
most undisturbed, whilst taking advantage 
of the lack of borders between some coun
tries. While criminals could freely move 

from one place to another and carry on 
their affairs irrespective of the national le
gislations, the police and judiciary remai
ned confined within the boundaries of 
their national borders. 

WORKING TOWARDS A 
UN DEFINITION 
In the period spanning the 1920s and 
1930s, the United States faced an unex
pected rise in crime that featured new cha
racteristics compared to those experienced 
in the past. Criminal groups demonstrated 
particularly aggressive and threatening be
haviour which risked destabilising society. 
In addition to the indigenous criminals, 
the Italian mafia (Cosa Nostra) was identi
fied as being amongst the most dangerous – 
even if not exclusive – criminal organisa
tions that was rapidly penetrating Ameri
can social fabric.7 

From then on, and for some decades, the 
US authorities started a series of initiatives 
aimed at curbing such phenomena and 
passed several emergency laws which 
reinforced the powers of the police and 
made their action more effective and suc
cessful. All governmental administration 
which followed continued to develop ac
curate policies to counter the emerging 
threat. Organised crime was seen as a kind 
of new unlawful society living within the 
boundaries of the legal institutional sover
eign powers. Organised crime was under
stood to be an association of criminals 
structured with clear hierarchies and basi
cally a conspiracy against the state with 
the aim to illegally obtain economic or 
other material benefits to the detriment of 
legitimate society. 

Unfortunately, the counter-organised 
crime policies put in place and applied in 
the US8 until the 1960s/1970s mainly con
centrated on repressive rather than preven
tive measures.9 This choice did not prove 
as effective as it was hoped, even though 
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there were a number of concrete results 
achieved by the police against some orga
nised crime syndicates. 

The US administration applied the hard 
line against organised crime within natio
nal boundaries, however it also started to 
consider the need to embrace foreign poli
cy and enhance international cooperation. 
Main topics on their agenda were impro
ved international police cooperation and 
the harmonisation of criminal justice sy
stems, even though the export of US anti
organised crime policies to other countries 
was seen as the best way to share the 
knowledge gained through decades of law 
enforcement and judicial activities against 
organised crime. 

Researchers often list a number of re
cognised steps towards the conceptualisa
tion of transnational organised crime 
which may be considered milestones in 
the history of this phenomenon until the 
signature of one of the most significant le
gal instruments ever produced in this 
field: the Palermo Convention or United 
Nations Convention against Transnational 
Organized Crime (UNTOC), signed in the 
Italian city of Palermo (Sicily) in Decem
ber 2000. 

Noteworthy sources10 mention, amongst 
others, the main steps that led to the finali
sation of the Palermo Convention: 
•	 A conference of high-level American 

law enforcement and intelligence of
ficers was held in Washington DC in 
September 1994, where organised 
crime was recognised as a global pheno
menon and the world’s fastest growing 
business, representing a major interna
tional security challenge; 

•	 The World Ministerial Conference on 
Organized Transnational Crime was 
held in Naples (Italy) in November 
1994 under the auspices of the United 
Nations, where concepts previously ex
pressed have been consolidated. The 

meeting concluded that, in order to ef
fectively fight transnational organised 
crime, enhanced international law en
forcement cooperation was needed. The 
conference paved the way to the deve
lopment of a UN Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime. 

Further literature on this topic11 provides 
a more accurate analysis of the milestones 
reached during the definition of the term 
“transnational organised crime”. 

At the beginning of the 1970s the ex
pression transnational crime seems to have 
become quite familiar in connection with 
multinational economic activity and the 
illicit conduct of multinational companies. 

Following the Fourth UN Survey of 
Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal 
Justice Systems12, transnational organised 
crime was again among the topics under 
discussion at a UN Congress in 1975.13 On 
this occasion organised crime was associa
ted directly with corrupt public officials 
and business people, alluding to the net
work of possible illicit relationships of 
these actors.14 The activity of white collar 
criminals emerged at this symposium.15 

In 1995, it was again the United Nations 
which proposed the categorisation of 18 
types of crimes whose features included 
the “transnational” dimension. On this oc
casion the lack of a clear definition called 
for coordinated action. 

At its Summit in Halifax (Canada)16 in 
1995, the G8 brought together the Lyon 
Group of Senior Experts on Transnational 
Organized Crime. As a significant contri
bution to the work of the Summit, the 
group produced 40 Recommendations 
which were adopted in the following year. 

During the conferences held by the G8 
in 1996 and onwards, topics relating to 
particular fields of transnational organised 
crime were discussed with a view to adop
ting countermeasures. Topics on the agen
da were terrorism, high-tech crime and the 
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misuse of the internet for criminal purpo
ses, particularly for the sexual exploitation 
of children. 

In December 2000 the Palermo Conven
tion was signed and the procedures for ra
tification and implementation were start
ed. In accordance with Article 38, the 
Palermo Convention entered into force on 
29th September 2003, on the 90th day af
ter the date of deposit of the 40th instru
ment of ratification, acceptance, approval 
or accession. 

THE UNITED NATIONS CONVEN
TION AGAINST TRANSNATIONAL 
ORGANIZED CRIME (UNTOC) – 
THE PALERMO CONVENTION 
The Palermo Convention is undoubtedly 
one of the most relevant and acknowled
ged legal instruments currently in existence 
for the conceptualisation of transnatio
nal organised crime. Among the 176 
participating countries, 150 to date have 
ratified, accepted, approved, acceded or 
succeeded it. 

The Convention provides for a defini
tion of transnational organised crime 
through the combination of more than one 
article. An extract of the most relevant part 
is provided below: 

It goes without saying that the Member 
States (MS) of the European Union have 
also been invited to adopt the Palermo 
Convention – an instrument with world
wide applicability. To date almost all EU 
MS have ratified the UNTOC; only the 
Czech Republic, Greece and Ireland have 
not yet adopted the Convention. The Euro
pean Community signed the Palermo Con
vention on 12th December 2000 and rati
fied it on 21st May 2004. 

For those EU countries that adopted the 
Palermo Convention (see table, p. 76) since 
it entered into force on 29th September 
2003, cooperation based on the principles 
in the UNTOC has already taken effect. 

THE EU RESPONSE TO TRANS
NATIONAL ORGANISED CRIME 
The fight against transnational organised 
crime on the EU level and the conceptuali
sation of the term have developed in para
llel. In Europe the amount of legislation 
embracing both transnational organised 
crime and international police cooperation 
in criminal matters is extremely signifi
cant. Among the complex jungle of legal 
instruments and regulatory acts it is worth 
singling out those legal tools particularly 
relevant to judicial and police cooperation 
in EU criminal matters. First and foremost 
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Article 1. Statement of purpose 

The purpose of this Convention is to promote cooperation to prevent and 

combat transnational organised crime more effectively. 

Article 2. Use of terms 

For the purposes of this Convention: 

(a) “Organised criminal group” shall mean a structured group of three or 

more persons, existing for a period of time and acting in concert with the 

aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences established in 

accordance with this Convention, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a 

financial or other material benefit; 

(b) “Serious crime” shall mean conduct constituting an offence punishable 

by a maximum deprivation of liberty of at least four years or a more serious 

penalty; 

(c) “Structured group” shall mean a group that is not randomly formed for 

the immediate commission of an offence and that does not need to have 

formally defined roles for its members, continuity of its membership or a 

developed structure; 

Article 3. Scope of application 

1. This Convention shall apply, except as otherwise stated herein, to the pre

vention, investigation and prosecution of: 

(a) The offences established in accordance with articles 5, 6, 8 and 23 of this 

Convention; and 

(b) Serious crime as defined in article 2 of this Convention; 

where the offence is transnational in nature and involves an organised 

criminal group. 

2. For the purpose of paragraph 1 of this article, an offence is transnational 

in nature if: 

(a) It is committed in more than one State; 

(b) It is committed in one State but a substantial part of its preparation, 

planning, direction or control takes place in another State; 

(c) It is committed in one State but involves an organised criminal group that 

engages in criminal activities in more than one State; or 

(d) It is committed in one State but has substantial effects in another State. 
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Quelle: UNTOC 

EU Member States which adopted the 

Palermo Convention 

Austria 

Belgium 

Bulgaria 

Cyprus 

Czech Republic 

Denmark 

Estonia 

European Community 

Finland 

France 

Germany 

Greece 

Hungary 

Ireland 

Italy 

Latvia 

Lithuania 

Luxembourg 

Malta 

Netherlands 

Poland 

Portugal 

Romania 

Slovakia 

Slovenia 

Spain 

Sweden 

United Kingdom 

is the Treaty on the establishment of the 
European Union, currently in its consoli
dated version, embracing the Maastricht 
Treaty, the Amsterdam Treaty and the 
Nice Treaty. Also worth mentioning17 are 
the Action Plan to Combat Organized 
Crime18, adopted by the Council on 28th 
April 1997, containing 15 political guide
lines and 30 concrete recommendations as 
part of a coherent strategy in the fight 
against organised crime; the Vienna Ac
tion Plan19 of the Council and the Com
mission on how best to implement the pro
vision of the Treaty of Amsterdam in the 
areas of freedom, security and justice, 
adopted by the Council on 3rd December 
1998; and the Millennium Strategy – The 

prevention and control of organised crime: 
a European Union strategy for the begin
ning of the new millennium,20 which basi
cally re-proposes and broadens the Action 
Plan of 1997 by listing 39 recommenda
tions together with clear milestones, prio
ritisation mechanisms and evaluations. 
The Tampere multiannual program for ju
stice and home affairs (1999–2004) and 
The Hague Program (2005–2009) comple
te the picture together with the Convention 
establishing Europol – the European law 
enforcement agency. 

Apart from the above, a considerable 
number of legal instruments has been pro
duced to effectively fight organised crime21, 
by a variety of partnerships and alliances. 
These include a multitude of treaties, con
ventions and other similar tools which re
present the work carried out by the United 
Nations, the European Union, the Council 
of Europe (CoE)22, the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), etc. 

The conceptualisation of the term, 
though, has been formalised in very few 
legal acts with binding power. The reason 
why such tools have been agreed upon, de
spite their non-mandatory nature, will be 
explored in connection with Europol. 

The European law enforcement agency 
officially took up its functions on 1st July 
1999 and was conceived as the European 
office for handling criminal intelligence 
through operational and strategic analysis. 
One of the main products of Europol was 
the EU Organised Crime Report (OCR) 
which, after the recommendation from 
The Hague Program, was replaced by the 
EU Organised Crime Threat Assessment 
(OCTA) from 2006. 

At its meeting of 29th/30th November 
1993, the Council of the European Union 
agreed on setting up a common mecha
nism for the collection and systematic 
analysis of information on international 
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organised crime. Such a mechanism was 
used for the collection and processing of 
information with a view to producing an 
annual Europol organised crime report. 
This course of action was formalised in 
the document known as ENFOPOL 35 of 
21st April 2007. 

In point “IV – Characteristics of organi
sed crime” of the above-mentioned docu
ment, a list of organised crime elements 
was elaborated with the objective of assi
sting Member States in preparing their Na
tional Situation Reports. At least six of the 
following characteristics had to be present 
for a given criminal group to be considered 
an organised criminal group, four of which 
were essential: numbers 1, 3, 5 and 11: 
1. Collaboration of more than two people, 
2. each having their own appointed tasks, 
3.	 for a prolonged or indefinite period of 

time, 
4. using some form of discipline and con

trol, 
5. suspected of having committed serious 

criminal offences, 
6. operating at international level, 
7.	 using violence or other means suitable 

for intimidation, 
8.	 using commercial or businesslike 

structures, 
9. engaging in money laundering, 
10.exerting influence on politics, the 

media, public administration, judicial 
authorities or business, 

11.determined by the pursuit of profit 
and/or power. 

ENFOPOL 35 of 21st April 2007 cannot 
therefore be considered a document provi
ding a real definition of transnational or
ganised crime but rather a reporting sy
stem for the Member States of the 
European Union who, in their national cri
minal law, could have one or more defini
tions of organised crime, or even none.23 

On 21st December 1998 the Council 
adopted the Joint Action 98/733/JHA, ma

king it a criminal offence to participate in 
a criminal organisation in the Member 
States of the European Union. This docu
ment envisages the criminal nature of par
ticipating in a criminal organisation as 
described in ENFOPOL 35. 

Both documents have been jointly consi
dered in the debate on transnational orga
nised crime on the European level and, 
even if not meant to represent a definition 
on EU level, in the last decade they have 
been de facto considered as such by Mem
ber States. 

THE EU COUNCIL FRAMEWORK 
DECISION ON TRANSNATIONAL 
ORGANISED CRIME 
On 19th January 2005 the Commission 
published a Proposal for a Council Frame
work Decision on the fight against organi
sed crime, where the reasons behind it 
were extensively explained. Then in 
CRIMORG 80 of 10th May 2006 the Coun
cil published the outcome of their procee
dings on this proposal. 

After adoption of the various initiatives 
and agreement on proposed reservations, 
the Council Framework Decision on the 
fight against organised crime (2008/841/ 
JHA) of 24th October 2008 was published 
in the Official Journal of the European 
Union.24 This legal instrument aimed at re
placing the Joint Action 98/733/JHA of 
21st December 1988. 

The Council Framework Decision makes 
clear reference to the Hague Program. One 
of its objectives is to improve the joint 
powers of the Union and the Member 
States for the purpose, amongst others, of 
combating transnational organised crime. 
Reference is also made to point 3.3.2 of 
the Hague Program where it is noted that 
the approximation of substantive criminal 
law serves the purpose of facilitating mu
tual recognition of judgments, judicial de
cisions, police and judicial cooperation in 
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Article 1 

Definitions 

For the purposes of this Framework Decision: 

1. “criminal organisation” means a structured association, established over 

a period of time, of more than two persons acting in concert with a view to 

committing offences which are punishable by deprivation of liberty or a de

tention order of a maximum of at least four years or a more serious penal

ty, to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit, 

2. “structured association” means an association that is not randomly for

med for the immediate commission of an offence, nor does it need to have 

formally defined roles for its members, continuity of its membership, or a 

developed structure. 

Article 2 

Offences relating to participation in a criminal organisation 

Each Member State shall take the necessary measures to ensure that one 

or both of the following types of conduct related to a criminal organisation 

are regarded as offences: 

(a) conduct by any person who, with intent and with knowledge of either the 

aim and general activity of the criminal organisation or its intention to com

mit the offences in question, actively takes part in the organisation’s crimi

nal activities, including the provision of information or material means, the 

recruitment of new members and all forms of financing of its activities, 

knowing that such participation will contribute to the achievement of the 

organisation’s criminal activities, 

(b) conduct by any person consisting in an agreement with one or more 

persons that an activity should be pursued, which if carried out, would 

amount to the commission of offences referred to in Article 1, even if that 

person does not take part in the actual execution of the activity. 

Article 3 

Penalties 

1. Each Member State shall take the necessary measures to ensure that: 

(a) the offence referred to in Article 2(a) is punishable by a maximum term 

of imprisonment of at least between two and five years or 

(b) the offence referred to in Article 2(b) is punishable by the same maxi

mum term of imprisonment as the offence at which the agreement is ai

med, or by a maximum term of imprisonment of at least between two and 

five years. 

2. Each Member State shall take the necessary measures to ensure that 

the fact that offences referred to in Article 2, as determined by this Member 

State, have been committed within the framework of a criminal organisati

on, may be regarded as an aggravating circumstance. 

VOCABULARY 
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criminal matters. The definition of offen
ces within a criminal organisation should 
therefore be approximated in the Member 
States. Thus, the Framework Decision was 
meant to encompass crimes that are typi
cally committed in a criminal organisation 
and should provide for the imposition of 
penalties corresponding to the seriousness 
of those offences. 

Also mentioned in the introductory 
chapter is that the European Union should 
build on the important work done by inter
national organisations, in particular the 
United Nations Convention against Trans-
national Organized Crime (Palermo Con
vention), which was concluded, on behalf 
of the European Community, by Council 
Decision 2004/579/EC of 29th April 2004. 
This is clear evidence of the efforts within 
the EU to approximate legislation. 

The deadline for implementation of the 
Framework Decision into the respective 
national law of the signatories is 11th May 
2010. An extract of the most significant 
articles of this Council Framework Decisi
on is given below: 

THE CHALLENGE OF TRANS
NATIONAL ORGANISED CRIME 
Legal practitioners are often taught that 
the concept of “crime” has no objective in 
reality but it is rather an artificial con
struct of the criminal law; in some respects 
the term “transnational organised crime” 
should basically follow the same principle. 
The latter though has led to misinterpreta
tions and inconsistencies in the everyday 
colloquial understanding.25 Despite this, 
the term transnational organised crime has 
been generally accepted by criminologists 
around the world even in the absence of 
clear boundaries of the expression.26 This 
means that the need for a unique or at least 
consistent definition of transnational orga
nised crime has its relevancy. 

Some sources refer to the failure of in
ternational policymakers to provide a clear 
definition of transnational organised crime 
on EU level and an overly-general mea
ning of the 11 criteria system.27 But the 
current instruments available definitely 
show consistent features. The Palermo 
Convention is a valid international legal 
instrument, also for the EU Member 
States. In December 2008 the European 
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Union delivered a Council Framework De
cision which seems to be valuable for seve
ral reasons, not least for the efforts carried 
out to approximate legislation, but also 
with regards to the Palermo Convention. 

Actually the differences between the two 
are not very significant. Maybe the pro
blem lies in the form chosen by the EU 
policymakers to provide for a Council 
Framework Decision instead of a Council 
Decision, which would have been more ef
fective in the implementation process by 
the Member States. As a matter of fact, 
with the entry into force of the Treaty of 
Amsterdam, Framework Decisions (and 
also Decisions) have been introduced as 
new instruments under Title VI of the EU 
Treaty (Police and Judicial Cooperation in 
Criminal Matters). More binding and mo
re authoritative, they actually serve to ma
ke action under the reorganised “third pil
lar” more effective. According to Article 
34 TEU, Framework Decisions are adop
ted for the purpose of approximation of 

the laws and regulations of the Member 
States. Proposals are made on the initiative 
of the Commission or a Member State and 
they have to be adopted unanimously. 
They are binding for the Member States as 
to the result to be achieved but leave the 
choice of form and methods to the natio
nal authorities. They do not entail direct 
effect which, at the moment, seems to be 
the most problematic aspect of the overall 
exercise. 

The aim of this paper was to shed light 
on the jungle of existing legal instruments 
and regulatory acts on the subject of trans
national organised crime. Hopefully this 
objective has been met. For a better idea of 
the effect of international legislation on 
EU Member States, one will have to wait 
some time. It will be interesting to assess 
the level of implementation of the Frame
work Decision into national law and to ob
serve how MS will act when confronted 
with the opportunities offered by the Pa
lermo Convention. 
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